
 

   

 

 

Designer 
 
Where Some See the Ordinary, You See Opportunity  
Designers at DeSantis Breindel are smart. Really smart. They’re savvy problem solvers 
who enthusiastically take on brand design challenges that span digital, traditional, and 
experiential touchpoints. They’re as passionate about strategic problem solving as they 
are about color, contrast, and composition. Mentored by the creative director and 
more senior designers, they work closely with the account, strategy, and technical 
teams throughout the course of a project. We’re looking for a designer who’s not afraid 
to speak up with new ideas: about designs, concepts, critiques…or even the snack of 
the week. Join us. 

 
What You’ll Do 
 

• Collaborate with the design team to create stunning, intelligent solutions for 
B2B and non-profit clients from around the world  

• Implement creative solutions that exceed client expectations everywhere a 
brand can live—web, video, marketing, events, collateral, campaigns, and more  

• Manage project tasks with accuracy, timeliness, and attention to detail  
• Receive hands-on guidance, professional development, and recognition   
• Share your point of view and ideas, actively participating in our culture of 

collective learning 

 
What we’re looking for 
 

• Undergraduate degree in related art or visual design discipline 
• 1–3 years of design experience 
• Strong conceptual and design abilities and a solid understanding of design 

fundamentals, including imagery, color theory  
• Strong grasp of visual design for digital touchpoints 
• Hands on, expert knowledge of Adobe Creative Suite and Microsoft Office 
• Basic knowledge of popular social media platforms (LinkedIn, Twitter, 

Facebook, Instagram)  
• Excellent organization and attention to detail  
• Keen sense of humor 
• Preferred: Branding experience 



 

   

About DeSantis Breindel 

We’re a leading independent B2B branding and marketing agency, a dynamic team of 
strategists and designers, filmmakers and programmers, doers and game-changers. We 
believe that B2B brands should drive transformation, and we work together with our 
clients to build brands and experiences that engage clients, influence prospects, rally 
employees, and inspire investors. From our base in New York City, we collaborate with 
clients around the world to turn critical inflection points into platforms for opportunity.  

 

To apply, please send your portfolio link and resume to design@desantisbreindel.com 


